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ABSTRACT
Objective Surgery for placenta accreta spectrum 
is associated with significant maternal morbidity and 
mortality. The role of gynecologic oncologists in the 
surgical management of placenta accreta spectrum is 
currently under investigation. This study examined the 
practices, experiences, and interests of gynecologic 
oncologists in placenta accreta spectrum surgeries.
Methods The intervention was an anonymous, cross- 
sectional, 20- question survey sent to 1084 members of the 
Society of Gynecologic Oncology in the USA.
Results A total of 184 gynecologic oncologists 
responded to the survey (response rate 17.0%). Most 
participating gynecologic oncologists have been practicing 
for >10 years after fellowship (53.2%), practice in urban- 
teaching hospitals (84.8%) with delivery volumes ≥3000/
year (54.3%), and have a multidisciplinary approach 
(82.5%). Three- quarters (78.7%) feel that the rate of 
placenta accreta spectrum is increasing over time. One- 
third (35.5%) perform ≥6 hysterectomies for placenta 
accreta spectrum yearly. Less than half (45.5%) practice 
conservative management. Approximately half are involved 
from the beginning of the case (49.7%) and perform 
the surgery in the main operating room (59.4%). Almost 
three- quarters (71.6%) have experienced surgical blood 
loss >5 L and one- third (36.6%) have experienced cases 
with blood loss >10 L. About half (50.3%) of participants 
are interested in placenta accreta spectrum surgery for 
future practice. Gynecologic oncologists engaging in a 
multidisciplinary approach are more likely to practice in an 
urban- teaching hospital, have higher surgical volume, be 
involved from the beginning of the case, and be interested 
in placenta accreta spectrum surgery. Those >10 years 
post- training and in the Southern US region are more 
likely to practice conservative management or delayed 
hysterectomy.
Conclusion This society- based cross- sectional survey 
suggests that gynecologic oncologists are actively involved 
in the surgical management of placenta accreta spectrum 
in the USA. Nearly half of gynecologic oncologists who 
responded to the survey expressed interest in surgery for 
placenta accreta spectrum.

INTRODUCTION

Surgical treatment of placenta accreta spectrum 
disorder—a broad term used to describe abnormal 

attachment of the placenta to the myometrium of the 
gravid uterus including placenta accreta, increta, and 
percreta—is associated with significant maternal 
morbidity and mortality.1 2 Cesarean hysterectomy, 
which is commonly performed in placenta accreta 
spectrum, can result in surgical blood loss of 3000–
5000 mL3 4 and a mortality rate of approximately 
1–7% in the perioperative period.5 Additionally, 
the incidence rate of placenta accreta spectrum is 
increasing, likely due to an increasing rate of Cesarean 
deliveries.6 Thus, there is an urgent need to explore 
any treatment approaches that may reduce morbidity 
and mortality associated with surgical treatment of 
placenta accreta spectrum.

A recent study across five US institutions showed 
that inclusion of gynecologic oncologists as part of 
a multidisciplinary approach reduced surgical blood 
loss.7 Another study showed that outcomes improved 
with the early presence of a gynecologic oncologist 
and that a ‘call as needed’ approach was not accept-
able because of the complexity of placenta accreta 
spectrum cases.8 Other studies have outlined criteria 
for hospitals to be centers- of- excellence for placenta 
accreta spectrum, including a multidisciplinary team 

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
 ⇒ Cesarean hysterectomy for placenta accreta spec-
trum is associated with significant surgical morbid-
ity and mortality. Prior studies have suggested that 
inclusion of gynecologic oncologists in the surgery 
can improve surgical outcomes.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
 ⇒ Gynecologic oncologists are actively involved and 
have expressed interest in the surgical management 
of placenta accreta spectrum in the USA.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, 
PRACTICE OR POLICY

 ⇒ Gynecologic oncologists are encouraged to be pro-
actively involved in the management of patients with 
placenta accreta spectrum, not only for intraopera-
tive surgical consultation, but also in protocol and 
guideline development.
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approach with gynecologic oncologists,9 and surgical techniques 
to improve outcomes.10 A few studies have evaluated single- 
center experiences with multidisciplinary teams.11 12 It is not clear, 
however, how often these recommendations are implemented at 
hospitals across the USA.

To date, no study has surveyed gynecologic oncologists about 
their experience and interests in placenta accreta spectrum 
surgery. The objective of our study was to examine the practice, 
experience, and interests in placenta accreta spectrum surgery of 
current gynecologic oncologists.

METHODS

Survey Concept
The survey items are displayed in online supplemental table S1. 
The questions for this survey study were created by the authors 
and developed based on a recent consensus related to surgical 
treatment for placenta accreta spectrum. To assess the gyneco-
logic oncologist’s role in the surgical management of placenta 
accreta spectrum, three elements were explored in the survey: the 
surgeon’s practice, the surgeon’s experience, and their interest in 
placenta accreta spectrum cases. The University of Southern Cali-
fornia Institutional Review Board exempted this survey study. The 
Checklist for Reporting Results of Internet E- Surveys (CHERRIES) 
guidelines were consulted to outline the study content.

Study Population
The target population of this closed, cross- sectional, confidential 
survey study was gynecologic oncologists who practice medi-
cine in the USA. In the USA, following a 4- year specialty training 
in obstetrics and gynecology, an additional 3–4- year subspecialty 
training in gynecologic oncology is required to be board- eligible in 
this subspecialty.

The Society of Gynecologic Oncology (SGO) members list was 
filtered using the following criteria: (1) members categorized as 
gynecologic oncologists in the USA, (2) members listed as full/asso-
ciate status, and (3) members practicing in the USA. The survey 
was administered only to gynecologic oncologists as they are most 
likely to be the key surgeons for placenta accreta spectrum surgery. 
Gynecologic oncologists listed as full or associate members were 
included as they are most likely to be involved in the decision- 
making process. The survey was limited to surgeons practicing in 
the USA to make the study population homogenous. A total of 1084 
members met the inclusion criteria for survey eligibility.

Survey Strategy
The completely anonymous questionnaire was formatted as a web- 
based survey through SurveyMonkey Inc,13 a commonly utilized 
survey platform. On July 8, 2021, an email with a direct weblink 
for the survey was distributed to SGO members who met the study 
criteria above. The member was voluntarily allowed to have a one- 
time entry without incentives, and the program used cookies to 
prevent the second/duplicated entries. Reminder emails were sent 
twice. The survey period was closed after 4 weeks.

Statistical Consideration
The first step of our analysis was to perform descriptive statis-
tics for the surgeon’s practice, experience, and interest related to 

placenta accreta spectrum surgical management. The number and 
frequency per cohort were reported in each questionnaire item. The 
second step of analysis was to examine the survey results strati-
fied by the gynecologic oncologist’s parameters (number of years 
after the completion of fellowship training, and hospital region), 
practice, experience, and interest. The last step was to assess the 
survey results stratified by the placenta accreta spectrum treat-
ment parameters (multidisciplinary approach, center- of- excellence 
criteria, and surgeon’s surgical volume), practice, experience, and 
interest.

A χ2 test or Fisher’s exact test was used to assess differences 
and a p value <0.05 was interpreted as being statistically signifi-
cant (two- tailed hypothesis). Replies with missing information were 
not utilized for statistical analysis. Statistical Package for the Social 
Sciences (SPSS) version 27.0 (International Business Machines 
Corp (IBM), Armonk, NY) was used for analysis.

RESULTS

Cohort Characteristics
A total of 184 of 1084 members replied to the survey, corresponding 
to the total response rate of 17.0%. The baseline demographics are 
shown in Table 1. Over half (53.2%) of the responding gynecologic 
oncologists completed their fellowship training >10 years ago. The 
majority are practicing in urban- teaching hospitals (84.8%) that 
have delivery volumes of ≥3000/year (54.3%) and have a multi-
disciplinary approach for placenta accreta spectrum (82.5%). 
Awareness of the center- of- excellence criteria for placenta accreta 
spectrum management was modest, as only 42.1% of gynecologic 
oncologists recognize this criteria.

The majority felt that the number of placenta accreta spectrum 
surgeries has been increasing over the past 5 years (78.7%). In 
terms of placenta accreta spectrum hysterectomy volume, 16.8% 
of respondents performed two cases per year on average, one- 
third (38.7%) performed 3–5 hysterectomies per year, and another 
one- third (35.5%) performed ≥6 cases per year (Figure 1). Approx-
imately half performed hysterectomy for placenta accreta spec-
trum in the main operating room (59.4%), rather than a labor and 
delivery operating room, and were involved from the beginning of 
surgery (49.7%).

Total hysterectomy is the preferred mode of placenta accreta 
spectrum hysterectomy (71.0%), and the responding gynecologic 
oncologists do not place ureteral stents or an intra- arterial balloon 
routinely (Table  1). Three- quarters (71.6%) of those surveyed 
have experienced surgical blood loss >5 L and one- third (36.6%) 
experienced cases with blood loss >10 L. Less than half practice 
non- hysterectomy conservative management (45.5%) or delayed 
hysterectomy (43.2%) for placenta accreta spectrum manage-
ment. About half (50.3%) of respondents are interested in placenta 
accreta spectrum surgery as part of their future practice.

Stratification per Surgeon/Hospital Factors
When surveyed items were stratified by number of years from 
completion of subspecialty training (Table 2), those who are >10 
years after fellowship were more likely to offer conservative 
management (57.8% vs 28.9–33.3%) or delayed hysterectomy 
(56.0% vs 26.3–30.3%) compared with those ≤10 years post- 
fellowship (both p<0.05).
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When analyzed by region of practice (Supplemental Table S2), 
responding gynecologic oncologists in the Southern region are 
more likely to offer conservative management (65.4% vs 26.7–
45.7%) or delayed hysterectomy (59.6% vs 30.0–40.5%) compared 
with those in other regions (both p<0.05). Moreover, gynecologic 
oncologists in the Southern region are more likely to be located in 
hospitals that do not have a multidisciplinary approach (71.2% vs 
85.0–92.5%, p=0.049) compared with those in other regions.

When stratified by the hospital’s multidisciplinary approach 
for placenta accreta spectrum (Table  3), gynecologic oncologists 
practicing in hospitals with a multidisciplinary approach are more 

Table 1 Study demographics.

Characteristic Number (%)

Board certified

  Yes 159 86.4

  No (including eligible) 25 13.6

Post- training time

  <5 years 36 21.1

  5–10 years 44 25.7

  >10 years 91 53.2

Hospital setting

  Urban teaching 145 84.8

  Urban non- teaching 21 12.3

  Rural 5 2.9

Multidisciplinary approach

  Yes 141 82.5

  No 26 15.2

  Do not know 4 2.3

Center- for- excellence

  Yes 51 29.8

  No 21 12.3

  Do not know 99 57.9

Hospital delivery volume

  <1000/year 20 12.3

  1000–1999/year 24 14.5

  2000–2999/year 30 18.5

  ≥3000/year 88 54.3

Hospital region

  Northeast 40 23.4

  Midwest 32 18.7

  South 59 34.5

  West 40 23.4

Perform hysterectomy for PAS

  Yes 157 91.8

  No 14 8.2

Surgeon’s PAS hysterectomy volume

  ≤2 cases/year 40 25.8

  3–5 cases/year 60 38.7

  6–9 cases/year 27 17.4

  ≥10 cases/year 28 18.1

Incidence of PAS (past 5 years)

  Increasing 122 78.7

  Not increasing 10 6.5

  Do not know 23 14.8

Hysterectomy setting for PAS

  Main operating room 92 59.4

  L&D operating room 16 10.3

  Either 47 30.3

Continued

Characteristic Number (%)

Level of involvement for hysterectomy

  Present from the beginning 77 49.7

  Sometimes present whole cases 70 45.2

  Available as needed 8 5.2

PAS hysterectomy modality

  Total hysterectomy 110 71.0

  Supracervical hysterectomy 20 12.9

  Modified hysterectomy 11 7.1

  Other 14 9.0

Ureteral stent

  Yes 34 21.9

  No 80 51.6

  Depending on the case 41 26.5

Intra- arterial balloon

  Yes (sometimes/always) 57 36.8

  No 98 63.2

Experience of blood loss >5 L

  Yes 111 71.6

  No 44 28.4

Experience of blood loss >10 L

  Yes 56 36.6

  No 97 63.4

Practice conservative management

  Yes (sometimes/always) 70 45.5

  No 84 54.6

Practice delayed hysterectomy

  Yes 67 43.2

  No 88 56.8

Interest in hysterectomy for PAS

  Yes 85 50.3

  No 71 42.0

  Do not know 13 7.7

Total number may not be 184 due to missing replies. Percentages 
represent among answered for each survey item.
L&D, labor and delivery; PAS, placenta accreta spectrum.

Table 1 Continued
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likely to be in an urban teaching setting (89.4% vs 65.1%), perform 
hysterectomy for placenta accreta spectrum (98.6% vs 65.4%), 
have high surgeon’s surgical volume for placenta accreta spectrum 
hysterectomy (≥6 cases a year, 38.4% vs 12.5%), be involved from 
the beginning of surgery (52.2% vs 31.3%), and be interested in 
placenta accreta spectrum surgery for future practice (55.0% vs 
28.0%) compared with those who practice in hospitals that do not a 
have multidisciplinary approach for placenta accreta spectrum (all 
p≤0.05). Similar associations were observed for gynecologic oncol-
ogists who practice in hospitals meeting the center- of- excellence 
criteria for placenta accreta spectrum management (Table S4).

When stratified by gynecologic oncologist’s placenta accreta 
spectrum hysterectomy volume (Table 4), higher surgical volume 
gynecologic oncologists are more likely to practice in urban 
teaching hospital settings, hospitals that meet the center- of- 
excellence criteria, settings with larger delivery volumes, and have 
experience of surgical blood loss >10 L (all p<0.05).

Lastly, gynecologic oncologists who are interested in placenta 
accreta spectrum surgery for future practice are more likely 
to work in hospitals that have a multidisciplinary approach for 
placenta accreta spectrum (90.6% vs 70.4%) or meet the center- 
of- excellence criteria for placenta accreta spectrum management 
(42.4% vs 14.1%) and perform placenta accreta spectrum hyster-
ectomy (98.8% vs 81.7%) compared with those who are not inter-
ested (all p<0.05; online supplemental table S3).

DISCUSSION

Summary of Main Results
The results of this survey found that gynecologic oncologists 
involved in surgical care of patients with placenta accreta spec-
trum are at urban teaching hospitals with large bed capacity and 
use a multidisciplinary approach for placenta accreta spectrum 
meeting the center- of- excellence criteria. While many gynecologic 

oncologists perform few cases of placenta accreta spectrum 
hysterectomy per year, they are actively involved in the case from 
the beginning.

Results in the Context of Published Literature
Our study suggests that gynecologic oncologists are actively 
involved in the surgical management of placenta accreta spectrum 
in the USA. Previous research found that a gynecologic oncologist 
was involved in approximately 60% of cases of placenta accreta 
spectrum in the University of California Fetal Consortium.7 Another 
study found that gynecologic oncologists were the primary surgeons 
in 88% of placenta accreta spectrum cases that were diagnosed 
antenatally compared with 33% of unanticipated cases.14

We found that survey respondents in urban teaching hospitals 
and settings that meet center- of- excellence criteria for placenta 
accreta spectrum management were more likely to be involved 
in placenta accreta spectrum cases.9 This is clinically significant 
because previous research has demonstrated the importance of 
gynecologic oncology involvement in these cases.7 These settings 
may be more likely to have specialized care, including access to 
expert pelvic surgeons including gynecologic oncologist and urol-
ogists, interventional radiology, and trauma surgeons. Gynecologic 
oncologists practicing in these settings may have more cases of 
placenta accreta spectrum per year and therefore have more expe-
rience in best practices for surgical management. Furthermore, 
urban teaching hospitals are likely to be higher resource settings in 
which multidisciplinary care can be undertaken and the center- of- 
excellence criteria for placenta accreta spectrum management are 
more easily implemented.

For those survey respondents who did participate in hysterec-
tomies for placenta accreta spectrum, about half (49.7%) were 
present at the beginning of the case, while only 5% were just avail-
able on call as needed. This is encouraging because active involve-
ment of a gynecologist oncologist at the beginning of the case has 
been linked to improved surgical outcomes and lower intraopera-
tive blood loss.8 12 It is unknown whether the complexity of the case, 
the resource constraints of the workplace setting, or local practices 
influence when the gynecologic oncologist becomes involved.

Finally, an interesting finding of this survey is that half of 
respondents are interested in performing placenta accreta spec-
trum surgeries in the future. This is clinically meaningful because 
gynecologic oncologists traditionally deal with malignant pathology 
rather than placenta accreta spectrum, and these surgeries have an 
obstetrics component that they do not routinely encounter. Previous 
research supports the evolution of gynecologic oncologists beyond 
their traditional role.15 However, no other research to our knowl-
edge has explored interests of current gynecologic oncologists in 
placenta accreta spectrum surgery. It is therefore encouraging that 
half of respondents are interested in using their technical skills in 
placenta accreta spectrum surgery.

Strengths and Limitations
A strength of the current study is that this is likely the first SGO 
survey regarding surgical practice for placenta accreta spectrum.

There are several major limitations in this study. First, the 
response rate of the study is low. This low response rate limits 
the generalizability of this study and results in selection bias. It is 
important to note that those who were interested in responding to 

Figure 1 Surgeon’s hysterectomy volume for placenta 
accreta spectrum per year on average. Percentages 
represent among answered for the survey item 9 (online 
supplemental table S1).
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Table 2 Placenta accreta spectrum hysterectomy per post- training period

Characteristic <5 years 5–10 years >10 years P value

Board certified <0.001

  Yes 50.0 100 98.9

  No (including eligible) 50.0 0 1.1

Hospital setting 0.358

  Urban teaching 80.6 84.1 86.8

  Urban non- teaching 16.7 9.1 12.1

  Rural 2.8 6.8 1.1

Multidisciplinary approach 0.124

  Yes 69.4 86.4 85.7

  No 27.8 13.6 11.0

  Do not know 2.8 0 3.3

Center- for- excellence 0.404

  Yes 16.7 31.8 34.1

  No 13.9 13.6 11.0

  Do not know 69.4 54.5 54.9

Hospital delivery volume 0.581

  <1000/year 15.2 7.3 13.6

  1000–1999/year 18.2 17.1 12.5

  2000–2999/year 9.1 17.1 22.7

  ≥3000/year 57.6 58.5 51.1

Hospital region 0.499

  Northeast 19.4 22.7 25.3

  Midwest 13.9 25.0 17.6

  South 36.1 25.0 38.5

  West 30.6 27.3 18.7

Perform hysterectomy for PAS 0.638

  Yes 91.7 88.6 93.4

  No 8.3 11.4 6.6

Surgeon’s PAS hysterectomy volume 0.132

  ≤2 cases/year 18.2 23.7 29.8

  3–5 cases/year 54.5 42.1 31.0

  6–9 cases/year 21.2 10.5 19.0

  ≥10 cases/year 6.1 23.7 20.2

Incidence of PAS (past 5 years) 0.867

  Increasing 78.8 76.3 79.8

  Not increasing 3.0 7.9 7.1

  Do not know 18.2 15.8 13.1

Hysterectomy setting for PAS 0.064

  Main operating room 66.7 57.9 57.1

  L&D operating room 9.1 21.1 6.0

  Either 24.2 21.1 36.9

Level of involvement for hysterectomy 0.182

  Present from the beginning 36.4 60.5 50.0

  Sometimes present whole cases 60.6 31.6 45.2

  Available as needed 3.0 7.9 4.8

Continued
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this survey may also be more likely to be interested in placenta 
accreta spectrum surgery in general, and therefore the data may 
be skewed. It is also unknown exactly what barriers exist for those 
who indicated they are not interested in participating in placenta 
accreta spectrum cases in the future. Second, the results of this 
survey are qualitative (yes vs no), but not quantitative, and the 
true incidence of surgical morbidity is unknown. Lastly, the survey 
items were created by the authors as there is no validated survey 
assessing the role of gynecologic oncologists in placenta accreta 
spectrum surgery.

Implications for Practice and Future Research
This society survey confirms previous studies showing that gyne-
cologic oncologists in the USA are actively involved in the manage-
ment of placenta accreta spectrum. Most are involved from the 
beginning of the case. These findings are encouraging for improved 
outcomes in placenta accreta spectrum surgeries. Future studies 

need to evaluate barriers to gynecologic oncology interest and 
involvement, including personal interest, level of institutional 
support for multidisciplinary care, and availability of resources. 
Likewise, re- evaluation and standardization of surgical training 
for gynecologic oncologists to include placenta accreta spectrum 
surgery may be necessary as suggested by the expert panel.16 
Developing a surgical technique for placenta accreta spectrum is 
another unmet need.10 17 18

CONCLUSION

Despite these study limitations, the findings of current study 
suggest that gynecologic oncologists are actively involved and 
express an interest in placenta accreta spectrum surgery in the 
USA. A 2022 expert review stated that gynecologic oncologists 
are encouraged to be proactively involved in the management 

Characteristic <5 years 5–10 years >10 years P value

PAS hysterectomy modality 0.633

  Total hysterectomy 75.8 73.7 67.9

  Supracervical hysterectomy 18.2 10.5 11.9

  Modified hysterectomy 3.0 7.9 8.3

  Other 3.0 7.9 11.9

Ureteral stent 0.057

  Yes 27.3 31.6 15.5

  No 45.5 34.2 61.9

  Depending on the case 27.3 34.2 22.6

Intra- arterial balloon 0.589

  Yes (sometimes/always) 30.3 42.1 36.9

  No 69.7 57.9 63.1

Experience of blood loss >5 L 0.473

  Yes 78.8 73.7 67.9

  No 21.2 26.3 32.1

Experience of blood loss >10 L 0.191

  Yes 36.4 48.6 31.3

  No 63.6 51.4 68.7

Practice conservative management 0.004

  Yes (sometimes/always) 33.3 28.9 57.8

  No 66.7 71.1 42.2

Practice delayed hysterectomy 0.002

  Yes (sometimes/always) 30.3 26.3 56.0

  No 69.7 73.7 44.0

Interest in hysterectomy for PAS 0.334

  Yes 52.8 37.2 55.6

  No 38.9 51.2 38.9

  Do not know 8.3 11.6 5.6

Percentages represent among answered for each survey item.
L&D, labor and delivery; PAS, placenta accreta spectrum .

Table 2 Continued
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Table 3 Placenta accreta spectrum hysterectomy per 
multidisciplinary approach

Characteristic No Yes P value

Board certified 0.084

  Yes 76.9 90.8

  No (including eligible) 23.1 9.2

Post- training time 0.055

  <5 years 38.5 17.7

  5–10 years 23.1 27.0

  >10 years 38.5 55.3

Hospital setting 0.003

  Urban teaching 65.1 89.4

  Urban non- teaching 30.8 7.8

  Rural 3.8 2.8

Center- for- excellence <0.001

  Yes 3.8 35.5

  No 53.8 5.0

  Do not know 42.3 59.6

Hospital delivery 
volume

0.065

  <1000/year 24.0 9.8

  1000–1999/year 24.0 12.8

  2000- 2999/year 12.0 18.8

  ≥3000/year 40.0 58.6

Hospital region 0.176

  Northeast 23.1 24.1

  Midwest 15.4 19.9

  South 50.0 29.8

  West 11.5 26.2

Perform hysterectomy 
for PAS

<0.001

  Yes 65.4 98.6

  No 34.6 1.4

Surgeon’s PAS 
hysterectomy volume

0.050

  ≤2 cases/year 50.0 22.5

  3–5 cases/year 37.5 39.1

  6–9 cases/year 12.5 18.1

  ≥10 cases/year 0 20.3

Incidence of PAS (past 
5 years)

0.385

  Increasing 81.3 78.3

  Not increasing 12.5 5.8

  Do not know 6.3 15.9

Hysterectomy setting 
for PAS

0.502

  Main operating room 56.3 60.1

  L&D operating room 18.8 9.4

Continued

Characteristic No Yes P value

  Either 25.0 30.4

Level of involvement 
for hysterectomy

0.022

  Present from the 
beginning

31.3 52.2

  Sometimes present 
whole cases

50.0 44.2

  Available as needed 18.8 3.6

PAS hysterectomy 
modality

0.828

  Total hysterectomy 68.8 71.0

  Supracervical 
hysterectomy

12.5 13.0

  Modified 
hysterectomy

12.5 6.5

  Other 6.3 9.4

Ureteral stent 0.607

  Yes 12.5 23.2

  No 56.3 51.4

  Depending on the 
case

31.3 25.4

Intra- arterial balloon 0.999

  Yes (sometimes/
always)

37.5 37.0

  No 62.5 63.0

Experience of blood 
loss >5 L

0.156

  Yes 87.5 69.6

  No 12.5 30.4

Experience of blood loss >10 L 0.105

  Yes 56.3 34.6

  No 43.8 65.4

Practice conservative 
management

0.433

  Yes, sometimes 56.3 44.5

  No 43.8 55.5

Practice delayed 
hysterectomy

0.604

  Yes, sometimes 50.0 42.8

  No 50.0 57.2

Interest in 
hysterectomy for PAS

0.002

  Yes 28.0 55.0

  No 72.0 35.7

  Do not know 0 9.3

Percentages represent among answered for each survey item.
L&D, labor and delivery; PAS, placenta accreta spectrum.

Table 3 Continued
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Table 4 Placenta accreta spectrum hysterectomy per annual surgeon’s surgical volume

Characteristic ≤2 cases 3–5 cases 6–9 cases ≥10 cases P value

Board certified       0.095

  Yes 95.0 81.7 85.2 96.4   

  No (including eligible) 5.0 18.3 14.8 3.6   

Post- training time         0.132

  <5 years 15.0 30.0 25.9 7.1   

  5–10 years 22.5 26.7 14.8 32.1   

  >10 years 62.5 43.3 59.3 60.7   

Hospital setting         0.050

  Urban teaching 72.5 93.3 85.2 92.9   

  Urban non- teaching 22.5 3.3 14.8 7.1   

  Rural 5.0 3.3 0 0   

Multidisciplinary approach         0.100

  Yes 77.5 90.0 92.6 100   

  No 20.0 10.0 7.4 0   

  Do not know 2.5 0 0 0   

Center- for- excellence         <0.001

  Yes 12.5 25.0 40.7 67.9   

  No 12.5 8.3 11.1 0   

  Do not know 75.0 66.7 48.1 32.1   

Hospital delivery volume         0.002

  <1000/year 13.5 8.9 7.7 3.6   

  1000–1999/year 27.0 16.1 3.8 7.1   

  2000–2999/year 21.6 25.0 11.5 0   

  ≥3000/year 37.8 50.0 76.9 89.3   

Hospital region         0.936

  Northeast 27.5 23.3 18.5 21.4   

  Midwest 12.5 21.7 22.2 21.4   

  South 37.5 30.0 29.6 39.3   

  West 22.5 25.0 29.6 17.9   

Incidence of PAS (past 5 years)         0.001

  Increasing 52.5 88.3 85.2 89.3   

  Not increasing 15.0 3.3 3.7 3.6   

  Do not know 32.5 8.3 11.1 7.1   

Hysterectomy setting for PAS         0.813

  Main operating room 50.0 61.7 59.3 67.9   

  L&D operating room 12.5 10.0 7.4 10.7   

  Either 37.5 28.3 33.3 21.4   

Level of involvement for hysterectomy         0.019

  Present from the beginning 35.0 46.7 74.1 53.6   

  Sometimes present whole cases 52.5 50.0 22.2 46.4   

  Available as needed 12.5 3.3 3.7 0   

PAS hysterectomy modality         0.001

  Total hysterectomy 62.5 80.0 74.1 60.7   

  Supracervical hysterectomy 7.5 16.7 7.4 17.9   

  Modified hysterectomy 5.0 1.7 14.8 14.3   

Continued
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of patients with placenta accreta spectrum.19 Their recommen-
dations address not only the area of intraoperative surgical 
consultation, but also clinical protocol and guideline develop-
ment. Given the projected increase in the incidence of placenta 
accreta spectrum in the future,20 active involvement of gyne-
cologic oncologists in placenta accreta spectrum at the society 
level would be of value.
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Characteristic ≤2 cases 3–5 cases 6–9 cases ≥10 cases P value

  Other 25.0 1.7 3.7 7.1   

Ureteral stent         0.148

  Yes 17.5 15.0 29.6 35.7   

  No 52.5 51.7 59.3 42.9   

  Depending on the case 30.0 33.3 11.1 21.4   

Intra- arterial balloon         0.760

  Yes (sometimes/always) 42.5 36.7 29.6 35.7   

  No 57.5 63.3 70.4 64.3   

Experience of blood loss >5 L         0.424

  Yes 65.0 73.3 66.7 82.1   

  No 35.0 26.7 33.3 17.9   

Experience of blood loss >10 L       0.009

  Yes 27.5 32.8 29.6 64.3   

  No 72.5 67.2 70.4 35.7   

Practice conservative management         0.202

  Yes, sometimes 60.0 40.0 40.7 40.7   

  No 40.0 60.0 59.3 59.3   

Practice delayed hysterectomy         0.311

  Yes, sometimes 55.0 41.7 33.3 39.3   

  No 45.0 58.3 66.7 60.7   

Interest in hysterectomy for PAS         0.441

  Yes 47.5 50.0 66.7 60.7   

  No 47.5 38.3 29.6 28.6   

  Do not know 5.0 11.7 3.7 10.7   

Percentages represent among answered for each survey item.
L&D, labor and deliver; PAS, placenta accreta spectrum .

Table 4 Continued
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